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“Spring forward…” Spring provides a beautiful opportunity for
each of us to appreciate the environment. It also provides the
opportunity to complete spring cleaning, take walks and make
visits etc., that may enhance our well being. THTWB is providing
you this month with an exercise in selecting a color that may
represent a way for you to visualize a better outcome. Select a
color that represents the following:






Love
Relationships
Success
Prosperity
Achievement

Although there are many other choices that could be listed
above, it is up to you to add to the list. Enjoy!
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THTWB successfully implemented and
achieved all of the goals set for the
pantry, clothing and social service
components in 2012. Our 2013
objectives will include the installation of
new board members. Each board
member will be given a task, in which
they will be asked to support the
strategic plans, goals and objectives that
align with the mission and vision of
THTWB.
THTWB’s paramount mission will be to
continue strengthening our relationship
with our key partners and communities
within the scopes of services that we
provide.

On the Web!
thtwbuilt.com
To support our continued efforts in recycling and donating cars,
please visit our website for more information at: www.thtwbuilt.com
Thank you!

Moreover, as a 501 c 3 organization we
at THTWB believe that volunteers and
charitable support provide the necessary
life to the longevity and survival of the
services that we extend to the
communities we serve. Therefore, we
ask for your continued support in these
efforts.
THTWB CEO snapshot:
The following question has been posed to
the CEO, “What are you looking for in your
new board members?” The CEO’s answer
is:
“Well, this is a good question. Each
person selected will be installed
from 2013 – 2015. What I seek is
characteristics that may include:
an individual who possesses a
college degree, senior citizens, a
recovery mother, disabled senior
citizen male, an adult who grew up
in foster care, a parent whose child
was murdered and a seasoned
attorney or a retired CPA. This is
what I seek as an ideal board of
THTWB.”
Special note: Any suggestions
made by the public will become the
property of THTWB. You may send
them to
administration@thtwbuilt.com

Do you have an idea that you would like
to share with THTWB? One that
communities in Greater Cuyahoga
County can benefit from? If so, feel free
to
send
an
e-mail
to
administration@thtwbuilt.com
Got something to say? Rent this
spot? Call for details...
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